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Our thoughts are with everyone who has been affected by storms this year. 

Wishing a swift recovery to our friends who have been impacted by Hurricane 

Fiona. 

The TAO Team is currently monitoring Hurricane Ian.  Fortunately, all of our 

infrastructure is Cloud-Based and the storm will not interfere with platform 

performance or security. The TAO Success Team is located within the cone of 

probability where the storm will be hitting in Florida. We do not know how long 

we will be without access to power or internet. 

We will have team members on standby who are located elsewhere in the 

country to monitor our Success Team's email. If you need assistance from the 

team, please email Success@taoconnect.org. For technical support, please 

contact support@taoconnect.org. 

Sending positive thoughts to everyone who is in the path of this storm! 
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Here is a strategy to offer mental health support during times of natural disaster 

by creating a content group and then emailing a customizable flyer. Here is a 

link to the instructions and the link to the Canva template. 
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The October Social Media Posts are now live in the TAO resources. Click here 

to access the English posts: https://docs.taoconnect.org/article/290-october-

2022-general-social-media-posts and the French 

ones: https://docs.taoconnect.org/article/292-octobre-2022-et-publications-

generales-pour-les-reseaux-sociaux 
 

   

 

Check Out New TAO Marketing Material 

 

We are happy to report that we have reformatted our content library. Many of our 
documents have been converted to templates in Canva and are accessible from the 
TAO Resources at this link: https://docs.taoconnect.org/article/288-tao-printables-
canva-templates  
When you click on the link it will copy the piece and allow you to edit and brand it, 
then save it on your own Canva Account.  You will find new bookmarks and posters 
here and more on the way!  
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Staff Refresher Training Recordings 

 

 

 

 

We have uploaded the recordings so that you can view them in the TAO 

resources at this link: 

https://docs.taoconnect.org/article/273-august-8-2022-overview-staff-training 
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